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1. What was the ‘Home Front’?  
When Carl von Clausewitz observed in the first half of the eighteenth century what 

an “enormous factor the hearts and sentiments of a Nation may be in the product of its 
political and military strength,” he was reflecting on a shift evident in the wars that 
followed upon the French Revolution.1  Yet,  this acknowledgment of the significance of 
non-combatants to the waging and winning of war has shaped discussions of the so-
called home front ever since and certainly well before the invention of this precise term 
during the First World War.2  In the nearly hundred-year gap between the end of the 
Napoleonic Wars and the outbreak of the First World War moreover, the significant role 
that might be played by a population at home had itself been altered.  The “Nation” had 
slowly broadened to include a range of constituent bodies (the working class, women) 
either involved in the polity or clamoring to be so included.  Thus the “hearts and 
sentiments” of both women and men, across a range of geographic, economic and 
demographic divides, came to figure more extensively in the calculations of war-making 
modern states as the total wars of the twentieth century unfolded. 

  The idea of the ‘home front’ and the question of how and why states made use of 
this concept at the very moment that civilian lives and spaces became incorporated into 
the waging of modern war animate the discussion that follows.  As other historians have 
shown (and indeed the essays in this handbook also reveal), when we discount the 
contributions and experiences of civilians, including women and children, to war 
making at home, we miss a vital part of the history of warfare.  That said, the explicit 
acknowledgment that those at home mattered to those conducting and fighting the total 
wars of the twentieth century is itself a noteworthy phenomenon.  By elevating the 
experiences of those ‘at home’ to the status of a ‘front,’ the ‘home front’ signaled both 
the demonstrated importance of those at home to a successful war effort and the 
continued sense that those in such zones were ‘apart’ from some more authentic realm 
of battle.  It was an ambiguous term. Furthermore, its potency was diminished, even at 
the moment of its origins, as new modes of warfare erased the borders between civilians 
and combatants, so-called home front and front line.  By the end of the Second World 
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War, the rubble of European cities and the piles of civilian corpses belied the sense that 
meaningful distinctions about who participated in conflict could be made based on 
gender or geography. 

 
2. Gender and the First Modern Total War [3000 words] 

One of the most celebrated novels of the First World War, Henri Barbusse’s Le Feu 
(Under Fire), begins with a sweeping panorama of the Western Front.  As the narrative eye 
moves further down into the trenches, Barbusse describes men emerging from the muck and 
literal excrement of the land into barely discernable human figures.  For decades and 
decades after the end of the war, this remained the enduring image of the Great War.   Not 
explicitly read as masculine or feminine, it was suffering that reduced humans to animals 
scrabbling for survival and on a scale that dwarfed distinctions among participant 
combatants.3 Since the first appearance of Barbusse’s text in serial form in 1916 and in 
widespread translations from the French by 1918, this dominant image of anguished, 
hapless men at the front enduring unspeakable depravations and horrors has dominated the 
historiography of the war.  For the most part, the contribution of gender history has tended 
to be supplementary; where men are concerned, it has focused on understanding the 
masculinity of men at arms.4   

As for women, they have figured in accounts of the war overwhelmingly in relationship 
to men at arms. Accounts of women’s war experiences, dating from the war years 
themselves, have emphasized their sharing the dangers and privations faced by men (under 
occupation, in proximity to battle zones), their efforts to try to substitute for men (in 
factories or even pulpits), and/or their tending to men (as nurses and other medical 
personnel, as members of a variety of voluntary organizations devoted to the care of military 
men, and as family members especially wives and mothers). Occasionally, and especially as 
versions of the war as only senseless slaughter came to shape its history, accounts celebrated 
the women who resisted the war and its militarism, highlighting the women who demanded 
an end to the conflict and worked to ensure that no such catastrophic event succeeded it.  As 
we seek to assess the ways in which total war shaped gendered engagement with this war, 
we must understand key aspects of the Great War’s seemingly unprecedented nature. 

One way to characterize total war may be as a war without limits. In the case of the First 
World War, scholars have postulated that unlimited war then led to ‘brutalization.’ It is 
difficult to measure whether the First World War was more brutal than conflicts that came 
before, despite the key role played by the historiographical claims of George Mosse, echoed 
by Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette Becker among others, that ‘brutalization’—of 
culture, of society, of war making itself--was a fundamental aspect and legacy of the war.5  
When one thinks of the violent actions associated with this war—the graphic depictions of 
the “rape of Belgium,” the mowing down by machine guns of wave after wave of hapless 
men trying to cross No Man’s Land, the asphyxiating clouds of poison gas that burned 
troops skin and lungs, the drowning of voyagers from submarine attacks on non-military 
ships, the targeting of the Armenian population for mass murder, the burning of 
schoolchildren in London in a direct hit from an air raid—what strikes us? It is not solely 
the deployment of new technologies by which to wage war but also of new technologies by 
which to publicize and circulate the accounts and images of this widespread devastation. 

For in addition to the mass mobilization of men into armies and civilians into the war 
effort, the mass culture and mass media of the time led to new ways to disperse officially 
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sanctioned as well as some oppositional versions of what the war entailed.  The role of 
propaganda cannot be disassociated from the study of gender during this war as state 
bureaucracies and censors sought to manage information circuits, restricting what could be 
said or seen or sung or set forth in any medium about the conflict.  Understanding this war 
requires deciphering not only the textual and visual evidence produced at the time but also 
the intention and manipulation of these sources. 

Take, for example, the mobilization of civilian populations, especially women into war 
work.  As a central feature of the historiography on gender and the war, the economic role 
played by women in making up for labor shortages due to the absence of men in crucial 
areas is indisputable.  As Laura Lee Downs has shown, ‘war work’ could encompass nearly 
everything that the state required to support its military endeavors.6 For women, it could 
include, on the one hand, the expected domestic tasks of running households, although, 
over time, this could include doing “the housekeeping of the army” as women took on non-
combatant military roles to free men for the firing line.  On the other hand, women crossed 
seemingly fixed barriers, taking on a range of occupations in an officially sanctioned 
capacity from police work to espionage; as metal workers, transport personnel, and welfare 
supervisors; in expanded positions as white collar workers and even, in the exceptional case 
of Revolutionary Russia, as combatants.   

And contemporaries were quick to document and display the new (and resumed) tasks 
taken on by women war workers in all their glory.  The 1917 creation of the Women’s 
Battalions of Death by Russia’s provisional government is one case in point.  Publicity stills 
showed the women who joined these combat units eradicating most of the external markers 
of their femininity, focusing on scenes of them cutting off their long tresses, so that in 
military uniform with their close-cropped hair, they would appear almost indistinguishable 
from their male comrades. They thus became ‘honorary’ men, in part to shame other men 
into taking action, and the circulated images reinforced this.  Putting such images on display 
a continent away in the United Kingdom shows the reach and power of the photograph in 
mass circulation to shape the understanding of the war.  This represented perhaps one 
extreme of total war, the incorporation of female bodies into armed servants of the State.  

Another wartime story, told in words and pictures, was a widely heralded account of the 
mass entry of women into the world of waged work.  As numerous case studies illustrate, 
what was new about wartime labor was the transfer of working women from feminized 
sectors of the economy, such as moving from domestic service to transportation work or 
from textile factories to those producing armaments.7 Moreover, as Deborah Thom has 
demonstrated, the British photographic record, for instance, was deliberately skewed to 
display as women war workers both the young and the extraordinary.8 Yet, debates about 
women’s war work during the conflict reflect the growing role of the state in arranging 
domestic affairs and the ways in which women’s participation remained particularly 
fungible.  In Austria, as Christa Hämmerle has explained, when women took on tasks in 
running the railways and the trams of Vienna, they could “metaphorically stand for the 
continual evaluation that the development of women’s work during the war was 
sensational; thus, it was often overestimated.” Yet, as she further points out, revisions of the 
«Kriegsleistungsgesetz» (law on war services) in March 1917 effectively put women in the 
armaments industry under strict control, unable to change jobs at will and subject to the 
continued onerous conditions of such work, including devolving real wages, long hours, and 
a substantial risk of injuries.9  Other wartime states, notably Germany and Britain, actively 
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debated the compulsion of female war work. The decisions not to develop such legislation 
has much less to do with labor and economic need as with cultural values, including the fear 
of what compelling female labor might signal to the larger public.   

One notorious example of an expanded state role behind compulsory labor can be 
seen in the actions of the German military in occupied France.  Here, a requisitioning of 
workers involved both men and women, but was publicized by emphasizing what was 
inflicted on women. A 1916 pamphlet hastily assembled by the French government (and just 
as quickly translated into English), entitled The Deportation of Women and Girls from Lille, 
began with an appeal from Bishop Alexis-Armand that characterized the removal in the 
following terms: “to dismember the family, by tearing youths and girls from their homes, is 
not war; it is for us torture and the worst of tortures—unlimited moral torture.”10 Organized 
labor camps were not unique to Northern France and Belgium; Germany also created them 
in Ober Ost (the occupied territories of the East).  In all places where unwilling civilians 
were forced to perform mainly agricultural labor for their nation’s enemies, the local 
populations characterized them as catastrophic and immoral.11  The existence of such 
practices offers another example of the new role of the state, in this case that of an enemy 
polity, in waging total war. 

The economic warfare exemplified by the Entente blockade of the Central Powers 
further demonstrates that the putting at risk of the protected category of ‘women and 
children’ was a calculated war policy.  The resulting inability of Germany or Austria-
Hungary to supply the basic needs of their civilian populations led to widespread extension 
of state powers in rationing food (and fuel) and unprecedented suffering of civilians, 
particularly women who ended up in most calculations as the most malnourished. One 
result in these states was increased resistance to war itself. What might have begun as 
protests about economics and daily life could (and did) turn into denunciations of the state 
and the war effort.  In Germany, as Belinda Davis shows, Berlin police reports became 
increasingly anxious about the seething unrest of the women queuing for food in the winter 
of 1917-1918.12  

One component that may have intensified these protests had to do with anger that 
the official initiatives to preempt such discontent failed. At the war’s start, such measures 
included extending state support to the dependents of those serving in the military in nearly 
every participant state.  With varying provisions, means tested in some nations and not in 
others, payment to soldiers’ families was meant to recognize the extra burden that the 
absence of male breadwinner might place upon his household.  By the middle of the 
conflict, the rationing food and fuel was meant to ensure equitable distribution, but 
perceptions that this was markedly not so could frustrate good intentions.  The anger of 
female dependents expecting support and the means to which ensure the survival of 
themselves and families that did not come can be seen in the radicalization of soldatki 
(solder’s wives) in wartime Russia.  This discontent in conjunction with protesting women 
workers in Petrograd helped ignite the Russian Revolution of February 1917.13 

It was not just women protesting the war for economic reasons that troubled the 
status quo.  Prewar feminism’s resistance to military solutions to international problems, 
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especially its evocation of the idea of feminine moral force in contrast to masculine physical 
force as an international feminist value, influenced key constituencies on the left.  A 
determined minority of feminists split with their national organizations as they came to 
support patriotic war efforts and instead continued to express vocal opposition to war itself, 
almost from the moment of its outbreak. Thus alongside women’s participation in the 
violence of total war and revolutions accompanying it, we must acknowledge their explicit 
and vocal rejection of violence as a means of resolving international conflict. 

One can find the further extension of the state into domestic life in two unrelated 
areas. The first came in response the expanding borders of war as the lack of prewar 
preparations for aerial attacks led to an improvised and ultimately official response to the 
damage inflicted by air power on those at home.  When air raids first reached Paris in 
August and September of 1914, there were no mechanisms with which even to attempt to 
safeguard the civilian population. Perhaps unsurprisingly, what emerged publicly was less 
criticism of the French government for being unable to protect a civilian population than a 
wholesale condemnation of German barbarism.  This rhetoric did not change much over the 
course of the war as the range of areas attacked by air power and the scale of damage 
increased.  Public voices continued to feminize the victims of these raids in part to question 
the masculinity of those ‘knights of the air’ who killed infants in cradles from the safety of 
the clouds. It took some time before the state began actively to address the issue of how to 
manage this form of war making, by creating warning signals and finding shelters. In the 
case of France, by the spring of 1918, this meant requisitioning cellars in private building in 
the heart of Paris for use as public shelters.  Across the Channel, the British government did 
not issue audible public warnings until the summer of 1917, in part because of concerns that 
such warnings would cause panic among a feminized civilian population.  By the war’s end, 
a preliminary consensus that the state was now in the business of managing both civilian 
safety and civilian morale had emerged.14   

The second expansion of state practice into the regulation of sexual commerce and 
hence venereal disease had several prewar precedents, notably in imperial settings, but it 
gained new focus under wartime circumstances. Here, the critical example is the UK rather 
than other states that continued to promote official brothels and licensed prostitutes (in 
some cases, alongside the distribution of prophylactics).  While a statement in every British 
soldier’s pay packet contained a message from Lord Kitchener warning him against “wine 
and women,” the government also returned to the controversial practices of the Contagious 
Diseases Acts, which criminalized women for infecting men with venereal diseases.  While 
a vociferous campaign had thwarted attempts to impose this legislation in England in the 
1860s, the measures continued in the empire, and, in the climate of the First World War, 
such efforts returned, culminating in the passage of Defence of the Realm Regulation 40D, 
which made transmitting venereal disease to a member of His Majesty’s Forces (or those of 
His Majesty’s Allies) subject to criminal prosecution.15 This took the regulation of women’s 
bodies as a threat to men at war to its logical end.  

 
All of these developments taken together suggest that in order to understand the first, 

modern total war in relationship to gender, we need to start by acknowledging the expanded 
borders of conflict.  These include literal spaces, such as the ‘home front’ as site of both 
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economic and cultural warfare and target of new technologies.  They also need to 
encompass metaphoric spaces, exemplified perhaps in new regimes of state interference in 
domestic and even sexual life. All of the examples discussed thus far offer evidence of war 
without limit. 
 
3. The Aftermath of the First World War and the Wars to Come  

Two things to emphasize about the legacy of the war for gender: 
 

A. Widespread recognition by the state (and others) that the means of waging war had 
changed—especially with the arrival of air power.  As a result, preparation for war to 
come meant planning for a war potentially incorporating all populations and all spaces. 
There was, as the first public statement from the British government in 1935, put it “no 
guarantee of immunity” for any one regardless of gender, age or geography. 

Government war planners, international advocates for disarmament, producers of 
cultural texts, scientists, and many other constituent bodies of postwar nations imagined 
a war of devastation involving aircraft and chemical weapons starting in the 1920s.  This 
included both the testing of weapons and defenses against them in the imperial settings 
of European powers. 

By the time the use of chemical weapons by the Italians in Ethiopia and the return of 
aerial attacks against civilian targets to European soil arrived in the middle of the 1930s, 
such plans and the consequent debates over the expansion of state power over domestic 
life (evacuation, the blackout, civil defence in the home itself) took on new urgency.  The 
entire process of interwar preparations for war raised questions about heroism, civic 
duty, and associated links to notions of masculinity and femininity. 

 
B.  Given the demographic losses incurred during the Great War, postwar states insisted on 

the continued need for women to embrace motherhood and domesticity as ways to 
rebuild the nation.  This occurred against an altered postwar political, social, and 
cultural landscape that included: the struggles of women to navigate their formal entry 
into politics in the places where they had acquired the vote; the negotiation of the 
emerging political regimes and ideologies with differing ideas about gender roles (in the 
USSR, Germany and Italy); the expansion of women’s potential to shape international 
affairs via new postwar organizations (WILPF, LNU, WWAWF); and a popularization 
and in some senses new visibility given to what were deemed non-normative gender and 
sexual identities (such as resistance to the imposition of pronatalism via new campaigns 
for birth control, new expressions of homosexuality/sociability).   

 
4. Gender and the Return of Total War [3000 words] 

The Second World War showed that the developments of the interwar period, especially 
the recognition that civilians would be active participants in and targets of modern war, 
came to fruition. Several case studies illustrate this: 

 
A. Role of air power and civil defence; 
 
B. Mass mobilization of population in ways that a) tried to preserve normative gender ideas 

(Germany—Koonz, Grossmann), b) effectively challenged them (Soviet Union—
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Krylova, Pennington), skirted the lines (i.e. UK, with drafting of “mobile” women; 
women in home guard & SOE, women in ATF and WAAF who staffed anti-aircraft 
stations able to perform every task except actually pulling the trigger-Noakes, Stone, 
Summerfield, Pattinson; ii. France (as one model of resistance—Schwartz; Triolet & 
Aubrac; Reynolds; Weitz)) 

C. Experiences of populations under occupation 
D. State-sanctioned targeting of populations deemed racially unfit, a process that relied on 

notions about inheritance of tainted blood.  Look at variety of abuses committed under 
these auspices from forced sterilization, euthanasia, to the industrialized mass murder of 
the Shoah and the role that gender/sexuality played in these efforts.   

E. Sexual Violence and Regulation of Sexuality by State 
a. Case studies of WW2 Sexual Violence: Mass rape of German women (Anonymous, 
Naimark, Grossmann,); Rape by US forces in France (Roberts); New work on sexual 
violence by German military: as part of the Shoah, against occupied women;  
b. Case Studies of wartime regulation of Sexuality: “Good Time Girl” and Prostitution, 
so-called interracial sex; shifting concern about homosexuality—especially gay men in 
various militaries (Rose; Berubé) 

 
5. The Legacy of the Second World War at Home [500-750 words] 
 
A. Redefinitions of limits of war 

a. Some links with FWW & interwar: no serious attempt made to eliminate air power 
but efforts emerge to restrict nuclear weapons;  
development of post-45 civil defense extends measures of interwar for nuclear age, but 
does not disavow strategy of preparing civilians to face war at home; Postwar War 
Crimes Trials and war that does not end precisely in 1945 (in Europe, prosecutors leave 
out sexual violence although this included in charges leveled vs. Japanese 
government)—unfinished legacy of not defining rape as a war crime   

B. Legacy of Militarization 
a. On one hand, increased desire to focus on domestic rebuilding vs. war making states 
(welfare state policies and their pronatalism, European support for decolonization, early 
origins of anti-nuclear activism esp. as women’s issue)—was this demilitarization? 
b. On other hand, widespread continuity as far as state policy on civil defence from war 
to Cold War, i.e. focus on nuclear war but practices include civilian awareness and 
preparation 
c. Still under-researched history of postwar domestic violence, & of effects on generation 
raised alongside wartime violence [Riley, War in the Nursery;  Shapira, War Inside; 
Stargardt] 
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